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GRANTEES JEN SHYU AND PENI CANDRA 
RINI: AFTER DREAM  AND THE MEETING  
OF HEARTS THROUGH ACC

After many months of hearing each other’s names through the 

ACC network, American Jen Shyu and Indonesian Peni Candra 

Rini finally met in February 2012 through a mutual friend and 

fellow artist. Ironically, when Peni was in New York City on her 

ACC fellowship to explore free jazz and new music, Jen had just 

left for Indonesia on a Fulbright to study sindhenan, the art form 

for which Peni was a pioneer as a composer and vocalist.

After their first meeting, they spoke of doing something 

about their mutual interests in each other’s specialties – jazz 

improvisation and sindhenan – through collaboration. With an 

ACC grant, their dream came true. Jen traveled to Indonesia, 

and the two brainstormed about a performance at Tembi Rumah 

Budaya (Tembi House of Culture) in Yogyakarta.

They decided on a duet in which they would sing, dance, and 

play all musical instruments on their own. The narrative would 

center on women’s issues, derived from their own experience, as 

well as stories they gathered. The artists offered this statement in 

the printed program:

The power of our mothers, sisters, daughters, 

grandmothers, and wives is more often felt than seen, even 

in today’s modern societies throughout the world. In this 

unique two-woman performance, made by two strong 

women from Indonesia and America who both use the 

voice as their main tool of expression, that power will not 

only be felt, but will also be made strikingly visible through 

music, movement, instrument, and true story.

Perhaps only the artists were surprised when the venue staff 

proclaimed that they had never seen as large a turnout as the 

crowds that Jen and Peni attracted.  
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ACC RECEIVES SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY GIFT

Philanthropists Hideki and Hideko Aikawa have donated $100,000 

in honor of ACC’s 50th Anniversary. Founder and President of 

Waseda Prep School in Japan, Mr. Aikawa is recognized as a 

leader in Japanese education and this generous gift to ACC 

further demonstrates his commitment to investing in the next 

generation of international leaders. ACC is deeply grateful for  

Mr. and Mrs. Aikawa’s generous support.

 

Photo by Joeni Dhe Hartanto

Photo: Hideko Aikawa, Miho Walsh, Ralph Samuelson, and  
Hideki Aikawa at ACC’s 50th Anniversary Launch Celebration,  
May 2013. Photo by Alexis Silver
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GRANTEE AMBIE ABAÑO GIVES BACK TO ACC

  “Lifted Veils” was the recent solo exhibition held at the Altro Mondo Arte Contemporanea 

gallery in Makati City, Philippines, featuring the work of grantee Ambie Abaño (ACC 2012). 

A more appropriate title could not have been selected, for Ambie’s evocative portraits 

do, indeed, seem to reveal not merely the faces but the very souls of her subjects. The 

work – on wood panel, canvas, and paper – brings together a mixture of materials and 

techniques from her practice as a printmaker and painter. The show was generously 

facilitated by ACC Philippines Foundation (ACCPF) board member Deanna Ongpin Recto.

It was in the latter half of 2012 that Ambie spent a six-month ACC fellowship in New 

York to participate in an artist residency at Brooklyn’s International Studio and Curatorial 

Program (ISCP) and train at the Robert Blackburn Printmaking Workshop in Manhattan. 

She also summoned the energy to visit a number of exhibitions and performances, give a formal presentation of her work that was 

open to the public, and create an installation at ISCP.

On January 25, toward the conclusion of her “Lifted Veils” show, Ambie gave an eloquent talk to a packed gallery about her ACC 

experience. ACC Philippines Director Tess Rances and ACC Director of Programs Stanford Makishi were on hand to thank Ambie for 

generously donating proceeds from the sale of her work to support the ACC Philippines Fellowship Program. Thank you again and 

again, Ambie! And many thanks to all members of the ACCPF board.

YANG YUNTAO TAKES CHARGE IN HONG KONG

Dancer and choreographer Yang Yuntao (ACC 2011) came from Hong Kong to 

New York on his ACC fellowship to gain exposure to a variety of contemporary 

dance forms. Not only did he take full advantage of New York’s staggering 

lineup of performances to attend, but he rather unexpectedly ended up being 

a performer in one of them. While in New York, the renowned choreographer 

(and ACC grantee) Shen Wei invited Yuntao to dance in his landmark shows at 

the soaring Park Avenue Armory in November of 2011.

And now we are treated to another surprise from our gifted grantee from Hong 

Kong. In late 2013, Yuntao was named the youngest-ever Artistic Director of 

the Hong Kong Dance Company. For his first production in his new role, he 

presented a radical reworking of his “Mulan” from 2008 to great acclaim from 

audiences and critics. Congratulations, Yuntao!

IN LOVING MEMORY 
DON MARALIT SALUBAYBA (1978 – 2014)
  

With unspeakable sadness, we bid farewell to Don Salubayba, 2004 ACC grantee and a 

cherished son of the arts. Don’s devotion to painting yielded some of the most highly 

regarded artistic expressions of his generation in the Philippines. As a proud ACC grant-

ee, Don paved the way for numerous others across disciplines to pursue our fellowship 

opportunities. He was passionate and unassuming about contributing his talent for the 

benefit of ACC and other worthy causes. Don lived his whole life with boundless energy 

and selfless generosity, and we will miss him deeply.
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Paradise Interrupted, photo courtesy Jennifer Wen Ma

ALUMNI NEWS 

Xing Liang (ACC 1995, pictured above), Huang Lei (ACC 

2009), Wu Hsing-kuo (ACC 2006), Lio Kuokman (ACC  

2002-2011), and Leung Ping-kwan (ACC 1990) were among 

the artists featured at the 42nd Hong Kong Arts Festival. ACC 

is proud to have an array of talented alumni participating in 

the impressive lineup.

A scene from Dogugaeshi, a multidisciplinary collaboration 

featuring Basil Twist (ACC 2003) and Yumiko Tanaka  

(ACC 2006), which was performed in Lausanne, Switzerland,  

earlier this year. Inspired by his journey to the Japanese  

island of Awaji, Twist’s production features original  

shamisen compositions created and performed by master 

musician Tanaka.

Jian Jun Zhang (ACC 1987), Song Dong (ACC 2005-2006), 

Wu Hung (ACC 1984), Xing Danwen (ACC 1998-2000) and 

Cai Guo-Qiang (ACC 1995, 2006, 2012) are all participating 

in the Metropolitan Museum of Art exhibition Ink Art: Past 

as Present in Contemporary China. Photo: Jian Jun-Zhang. 

Nature, 1987. Chinese ink on rice paper. 175 cm x 288 cm

Cloud Gate Dance Theatre (ACC 1995, 2000, 2008) 

continues their international tour in the United States and 

Canada through April of this year performing Songs of the 

Wanderers, choreographed by Lin Hwai-min (ACC 1978-

2007). Photo: Yu Hui-hung 

Liu Wei (ACC 2012) unveiled a new work called Library II-II, 

2013, at Lehmann Maupin in New York as part of The Armory 

Show. Pictured above, the three-sculpture piece is made 

of books, wood, iron, and hardware. The Armory Show, 

the important art fair held annually in New York City, also 

included Hu Xiangqian (ACC 2013) as a panelist in the  

China Symposium.

Ann Hamilton (project participant 2012) spent her time at 

the Art Dealers’ Association of America’s annual fair in New 

York running a photo shoot: engaging fairgoers and creating 

portraits through a translucent material, and emailing 

participants someone else’s photograph. Photo: A visitor at 

the ADAA Art Show by Ann Hamilton, at the booth of Carl 

Solway Gallery.
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ACC WELCOMES TWO NEW MEMBERS TO 
THE ACC TEAM: KATHY IP AND CAROL FANG 

Carol is the new program assistant in Taipei who will assist the 

director with grantee relations, programming, and applications.

Kathy is the new program and administrative assistant in Hong 

Kong who will support the director, focusing on event execution, 

donor relations, and data management.

ACC NEWS

October 24, 2014 

Yokohama

ACC in Japan will be 

holding an auction and 

50th Anniversary gala event 

at the Intercontinental  

Yokohama Grand Hotel.

November 18, 2014 

New York City

ACC will be hosting a gala 

benefit fundraiser at the 

Mandarin Oriental Hotel, the 

grand finale to ACC’s 50th 

Anniversary Celebration.

SAVE THE DATES!
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More details to come!
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